Reading the clusters from a data set such that the overall computational complexity is linear in both data dimensionality and in the number of data elements includes the following. In [3] , direct reading of clusters is carried out, through filtering the data in wavelet transform space. Then in [4] , this approach is carried out after an initial transforming of the data to a canonically order. Including high dimensional, high cardinality data, such a canonical order is provided by row and column permutations of the data matrix [2].
In [6, 5] we induce a hierarchical clustering from seriation (cf. [1] ) through unidimensional representation of our observations. This linear time hierachical classification is directly derived from the use of the Baire metric, which is simultaneously an ultrametric. In [7] the linear time construction of a hierarchical clustering is studied from following viewpoint: representing the hierarchy initially in an m-adic, m =
